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“No Soil Better” New Art Exhibit at RoCo Inspired by Living Legacy of  

Frederick Douglass in Recognition of Bicentennial Celebration   
  

Rochester, NY—As part of the bicentennial year to “Re-energize the Legacy of Frederick  
Douglass,” Rochester Contemporary Art Center (RoCo) is launching a new exhibit, No Soil  
Better: Art and the Living Legacy of Frederick Douglass on February 2 through March 18, 2018. 

The exhibit is part of the larger public art project and community-wide reflection commemorating 
2018 as the 200th anniversary of Douglass’ birth. It is a collaborative effort between lead partners 
Rochester Community Media Center (Carvin Eison, project director and general manager) and 
RoCo (Bleu Cease, executive director) in partnership with the Frederick Douglass Family Initia-
tives and a wide-range of community partners who have come together as the Frederick Douglass 
Bicentennial Commemoration Committee. 

“I know of no soil better adapted to the growth of reform than American soil. I know of no country 
where the conditions for effecting great changes in the settled order of things, for the development 
of right ideas of liberty and humanity are more favorable than here in these united states.” 
(Frederick Douglass, speech on the Dred Scott decision given in NYC, May 1857)

Inspired by Frederick Douglass the man, his speeches and his statue in Rochester, NY—the first 
civic monument in the country to honor a Black man— No Soil Better presents new artworks 
by a diverse group of 10 emerging and established artists reflecting on how Douglass has been 
memorialized and the importance of his legacy today. From experimental video art and abstract 
painting to historical murals and multi-media installations, these newly-commissioned art works 
will add a new level of texture and a contemporary lens through which to appreciate and  
understand Douglass’ living legacy. Exhibit details are at: http://bit.ly/2pR5bsg. 
 
The public opening takes place on February 2 from 6-9 pm, with public talks at 7 pm on Thursday 
evenings, February 8 and 15, "What Would Douglass Do?" and “Historicizing the Douglass  
Monument: Public Art and the Collective Historical Imagination,” respectively.  
 
No Soil Better artists feature:  
- Yvonne Buchanan (Syracuse, NY): Experimental Video Art  
- Caitlin Cass (Buffalo, NY): historically-oriented graphic novels and installations  
- Shawn Dunwoody (Rochester, NY): multi media installations  
- Olivia Kim (Rochester, NY): Multi-media and Figurative Sculpture  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- Meleko Mokgosi (NY, NY): history paintings (will make a new text work for the exhibition)  
- Stephon Senegal (NY, NY): wheat paste public posters in significant Rochester locations  
- Luvon Sheppard (Rochester, NY): landscape paintings  
- Thievin’ Stephen (Rochester, NY): Street Art/Murals, some historically themed  
- Annette Daniels Taylor (Buffalo, NY): spoken word and sound art 
- Rodney Taylor (Buffalo, NY): abstract painting  
 
In addition, a small display of photographs and archival objects from the collection of the 
Rochester Public Library, Local History Division will tell the story of how the monument came to 
fruition using factual and archival materials.  
 
The eight-foot bronze monument of Douglass created in 1899 by sculptor Stanley W. Edwards  
currently is located in Highland Park and is a starting point for the exhibition. “The Edwards  
monument gives form to this incredible man, and is a wonderful work of art,” said Cease.  
 
“The Douglass statue is significant as both historic and cultural touchstones and as a celebrated 
work of art,” Eison added. “But perhaps more importantly– at a time when statues in many parts of 
our country are provoking angry divides and tearing communities apart—this statue is a uniting 
force for good, as Douglass was for our nation, bringing us together in a common purpose.”  
 
Monroe County will be moving the Douglass monument in spring 2018 to the more publicly  
accessible location at the corner of South Avenue and Robinson Drive. An additional major  
public art initiative will feature full-size iterations of the statue by artist John Vincent placed 
around Rochester and Monroe County in locations significant to Douglass’ life.  
 
Additional bicentennial events—including on Douglass’ chosen birthday of February 14—  
include “Shine a Light on Douglass” organized by the Rochester Institute of Technology’s Big 
Shot Team. At 6:30 pm, the public is invited to meet at the monument with flashlights to  
celebrate and create an important archival photo of the monument to be hung in the No Soil  
Better exhibit.  
 
“I used to live near Highland Park,” notes Cease, “and have been interested in that monument since 
I moved to Rochester in 2002. For many years, I visited the monument on February 14th to take 
photos, take a moment to walk around in the snow, the cold. Such an incredible man and complex 
history represented in that statue.”  
                                                                   ### 
NOTE TO MEDIA: Interviews and photos are available on request.  
 
Celebrating its 40th anniversary during 2017-18, the not-for-profit 501(c)(3) Rochester  
Contemporary Art Center (RoCo) was founded in 1977 for the exchange of ideas. As a center for 
thoughtful, contemporary art, RoCo provides unique encounters for audiences and extraordinary op-
portunities for artists. Regular RoCo hours are Wednesday–Sunday, 1-5 pm, and Friday, 1-9 pm.
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